
OUTBRAIN TRUE ENGAGEMENT© - BRAND LIFT STUDY:

Premium automotive brand increases brand awareness by 
23 percent with Outbrain
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Overview

Results

Through its agency PHD Germany, one of the world’s leading automotive 

brands used Outbrain to advertise its new model which is best known 

for its sporty, elegant and comfortable design. By leveraging Outbrain’s 

proprietary data, PHD Germany was able to target exactly the right 

audience for each content. People who engaged with that content 

were retargeted using Outbrain’s Story Sequencing tool and given the 

opportunity to take part in a Nielsen brand study commissioned by 

Outbrain. The study took form as an engaging quiz that entailed 2-3 

brand related questions out of various entertaining questions.

Step #1

The automotive brand promotes the new model's product 

page across the Outbrain premium publisher network.

Step #2

Two groups are created - those who clicked on the page 

and those who did not. Both receive the survey quiz.

Step #3

Quiz results are analyzed and validated by Nielsen 

proving how the exposed group saw a significant 

brand lift.

How it Works
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"Outbrain’s native recommendations across premium publisher sites delivered a
substantial brand uplift for the brand's new model. Results among younger target groups 
were especially favourable. Attribute recall around the highlighted car features further 
confirmed the effectiveness of content and native recommendations.”

„With True Engagement Brand Lift, we were able to measure a significant increase 
in brand awareness among users who engaged with the new model's content from the 
Outbrain recommendation. Therefore, Outbrain is not only the ideal choice for reaching 
performance goals like car configurator starts, but also a very efficient way to increase the 
brand awareness.“

Lukas Flöer, PHD Germany

Daniel Holm, Outbrain

About the Study
True Engagement© Brand Lift measures the direct impact that content has on awareness and perceptions around brands 

and products. The study measures key metrics including Brand Awareness, Favorability and Recall. 1,573 internet users were 

surveyed between June-July 2017.

About the Results

About Outbrain
Outbrain is the world’s leading premium discovery platform, bringing personalized, relevant online, mobile and video 

recommendations to audiences while helping publishers understand their audiences through data. Outbrain serves more than 

275 billion personalized recommendations, reaching nearly one billion users every month across the globe. Top-tier premium 

publishers that currently leverage the Outbrain platform include: CNN, ESPN, Time Inc., Le Figaro, Fox News, The Guardian, The 

Telegraph, New York Post, Sky News, Bild, Spiegel Online, Focus Online, Orange, and L'Equipe.


